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ABSTRACT. A rough comparison between therma l a nd mecha nical m e thods of de-icing indicates that
mecha nical m ethods could potentially de-ice with a n order-of-magnitude less energy than that required
to melt a n ice accretion. Two applications of m ech a ni cal de-icing using pneumatically driven inflata ble
de-icers a re d escribed in this rep ort. The first of these was the de-icing o f a sm all cylindrical radome used for
air navigationa l purposes. Two seasons of testing wer e conducted with a d e-icer consisting of an inflatabledeflata ble flexibl e plastic covering. The de-icer was driven by ta nks with pressure a nd vacuum reservoirs
that were r echarged by an on-site air compressor in response to a pressure sensor. The de-icing cycle was
a ctivated b y an ice detector so the system responded to icing events o n a d emand basis driven by the ice
detector. The system proved success ful in keeping the ra dome free of ice without manned ope ration a nd with
small energy consumption in a mounta in icing enviro nment. The second a pplication was an attempt to
de-ice the walls of locks used in river navigational fa cilities. I ce usuall y formed at the high-water-mark
by the freezing of the water exposed to low a ir te mpe ratures or by the pressing of ice aga inst the walls by
ships using the locks. The d e-icers consisted of air-driven hoses mounted on the wall covered by a thick
fl exible rubber ma t a nd protected from ship damage by steel outer pla tes. This method was successful in
removing ice accumulations up to 2 m long by 0.3 m thick over the a rea covered by the d e-icer. Installation
costs and the necessity for protection of the de-icer against abrasion by ships may make this d e-icing method
prohibiti vely expensive compared with meth ods which are not as susce ptible to da mage by ships (e.g.
chemical coa tings a nd electrica l h eating cables buried in the walls).
R ESUME. Dcgivrage des radomes et des parois des celuses par des mOYeTls pneumatiques. Vne compa ra ison precise
entre les m e thodes thermiques e t m ecaniques pour degivrer le ma teriel indique que les m ethodes mecaniques
peuvent theoriquement degivr er des pa rois pour une depense d 'energi e d 'un ordre de grandeur inferieur a
celui necessite pour fond re la glace a ccumul ee. C e ra pport decrit deux a ppli cations du degivrage mecanique
utilisa nt d es d egi vreurs pne uma tiques gonfla bles. L a premiere est le d egi vra ge d ' un petit ra dome cylindrique
utilise pour les besoins de la navigation aerienne. On a mene deux ca mpagnes saisonnieres d' essais avec un
degivreur consistant en un couvercle plas tique defo rma ble gonAa bl e. L e d egivreur eta it comma nde par des
en ceintes sous pression et d es r eser voirs a vide r ech a rges par un compresseur d'air sur pl ace, a la demande
d'un capteur d e pression. L e cycle de degivrage e ta it mis en route par un d e tecteur de gl ace d e sorte que le
systeme re po ndait a la productio n de givre sur la base d ' un c dema nde fo rmulee par le d e tecteur de glace.
Le sys te me a fa it ses preuves e n garda nt le rad om e libre de glace sa ns intervention huma ine et a vec une
faibl e conso mmation d'energi e dans cc milieu montagna rd givra nt. L a seconde appli ca tion e ta it un essai de
d egel d es p a rois d es ecluses utilisees pour la na viga tion Auvia le. La g lace se forma it d ' ordinaire a la
lign e des h a utes eaux par le gel d e I' a ir expose a ux basses tempera tures d e l' a ir, ou par la p ression de la glace
contre les pa rois pa r les ba teaux utilisant l'ecluse. L es degivreurs e ta ie nt constitues p a r d es tuyaux d'air
montes sur les pa rois, couverts par un epais ma telas souple de gomme e t pro teges des ch ocs pa r les ba teaux
par des pl a ques d' acier exterie ures. Cette me thod e a reussi a enlever les accumula tions d e gl ace mesuran t
jusqu 'a 2 m d e long sur 0,3 m d 'epa isseur sur toute la surface couverte p a r le d egivreur. Les prix d 'i nstalla tion
e t la necess ite de proteger les d egivreurs contre l' a brasion par les bateaux peuvent rend re cette methode
prohibitive par comparaison avec le, procedes DU I'on ne craint pas d e d o mmages dus a ux bateaux (tels que
reve teme nts chimiques ou fil s electriques chauffa nt noyes da ns les pa ro is).
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Enteisung VOIl Radarhauben ulld Schleusentoren mit Hilfe VOIl pneumatischen Vorrichtungen.
Ein grober V ergleich zwisch e n thermischen und m echanischen M e thod e n der Enteisung Hiss t vermuten,
d ass m echa nische Verfahren mit En ergiemengen a uskommen, di e urn ein e Grossenordnung geringer sind als
j ene, die fur d as Abschmelze n a ufgewachsener Eisschichten benotig t we rde n . In diesem Bericht werden zwei
Anwendungen mecha nischer Enteis:.lI1g beschrie ben , die auf pn eum a tisch e a ngetriebene n , a uf blasbaren
G eriiten beruht. Die erste gilt d e r Enteisung ein er kl einen, zylindrisch e n R a da rhaube, d ie fur die Flugzeugnaviga tion dient. Die Erprobung ein es Enteisers, d er a us einem a uf blasb a ren und entleerba re n, bi egsamen
Pl astikuberzug bestand , erstrecke sich uber zwei Winter. Der Enteiser wurd e mit Pressluft- und Vakuumta nks be trie ben, die vor Ort durch ein en Luftkompressor, gesteuert von eine m D ruckmesser, gel aden wurden.
Der Enteisungszyklus wurde durch ein en Eisde tek to r in Ga ng gesetz t ; d as Sys tem sprach bei V ereisung a uf
Befehl e d es Eisdetektors a n . Di e R a da rhaube konnte mit diesem Syste m ohne menschlich es Eingreifen und
bei geringem Energi evcrbra uch in ein er kalten Gebirgsgegend eisfrei geh a lten werden. Die zweite Anwendung besta nd in dem Ve rsuch , Schl eusentore in d er Flussschiffahrt zu e nteisen. D as Eis bildete sich
gewohnlich bei hohem Wassersta nd durch Anfri ere n von Wasser, d as ti efen Lufttempera ture n a usgesetzt
wa r, od er es wurde von Schiffe n , di e die Schleusen be nutzten, gege n die T o re gepress t. De r Enteiser bes tand
aus luftbe triebenen Schl a uch en , die a uf das T or mo ntie rt, mit einer di cke n , bi egsamen G ummima lte bedeckt
und gege n Schiffsbesch adigun gen durch a ussere Sta hlpl a tten geschutzt wa r en. Di ese M ethod e erwies sich
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als geeignet zur Beseitigung von 2 m lange n und 0,3 m dicken Eisdecken in j enen Berei chen, di e von d em
Enteiser bedeckt ware n. Die Kosten der Installation und die ~otwendigkeit d es Schutzes des Enteisers vor
Beschadigung durch Sc hiffe k6nnen diese Enteisungsmethode im Vcrgleich zu a ndercn M ethoden, die gegen
Beschadigungen durch Schiffe weniger empfindlich sind (z.B. chemische Schutzschichtcn und in die VYande
verlegte Hcizkabel ), unvcrtretbar vcrteu e rn.

INTRODUCTION

Mechanical de-icing methods are advantageous because only a comparatively low energy
is required to remove ice by a mechanical technique. The energy required to melt even a
few millimeters of ice is prodigious because of the latent heat required to convert ice to water
(0.33 MJjkg). For example, the power requirements for the surface area of a small heated
radome are estimated to be in excess of 10 kW when the heat losses due to radiation, wind,
and temperature during normal operating circumstances are taken into account. In most
cases, the power required to de-ice other than very limited surface areas by heating is considered to be prohibitive unless excess heat is available from some other source, or alternative
techniques to that of heating are not acceptable. A comparison of the energies required for
mechanical and heating methods requires several simplifying assumptions that may not be
strictly true, but are helpful in gaining an order-of-magnitude estimate.
For the heating method , we assume that to remove an accumulation from the surface it is
sufficient to melt a layer of ice 1 mm thick. (For example, on a vertical surface, gravity would
cause an ice accumulation to fall after a layer 1 mm thick at the interface is melted. ) The
energy required to melt the ice is

E = LPiV,
where E is the energy, L the latent heat, Pi the density of ice, and V the volume melted
(assuming that the ice is at the melting point). For an area of 1 cm 2 and a melted thickness
of I mm2, the energy required is 30.2 J .
For a mechanical estimate, we take the adhesive strength on m etals (high adhesive
strength) to be 44 N jcm 2 • Over the I cm2 area of the previous example, the force required to
displace the piece of ice by (completely shift it from the position it occupies) is 43. [ J
The energy required to displace the ice is the product of this force and the distance moved
by the ice (I cm), i.e.
E = F x d,

so that 0.43 J are needed. Thus, the ratio of the energy required to remove ice by heating
to the energy required to remove it mechanically is about 70 : I.
Implicit in this calculation are several simplifying assumptions concerning the melting
and breaking processes; these assumptions are subject to different interpretations. However,
sophistication in th e calculation could not conceivably reduce the ratio by an order-ofmagnitude. As an example of the general correctness of this comparison, the current aircraft
design standards for melting snow or ice from surfaces specify a delivery of 3- 5 W jcm 2 of
energy to the surface. Typically (Bowden and others, 1964), the power-on time would be
of the order of [0 s, which would indicate a need for 30- 50 J in order to remove ice by melting.
This indicates that our choice of 30 J to remove ice by melting is within the range of current
operating practice. Also, the mechanical adhesive strengths used are experimental values
generally repeatable (within experimental error) and are frequently cited as reasona ble
values. If the most favorable calculation from the heating standpoint is taken, it still appears
that a ratio of heating energy to mechanical energy ofless than [0 to [ is not easily obtainable.
From this preliminary comparison, one would move to the particular engineering solution
desired, and decide whether the problems of delivering either mechanical or heat energy to
the desired areas to obtain the desired effect give an advantage to heating methods that
outweighs its energetic disadvantages. The whole proble m probably cannot be fully resolved
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without direct comparisons of the two systems in similar operating conditions. However, the
preliminary assessment indicates that the potential of m ech a nical method s justifies pursuing a
specific solution to icing problems. An approach to this solution, including field testing of two
mec ha nica l de-icing systems, is described in this pa per.
I.

RADOM E DE-ICING

Design considerations for a mechanical de-icing system
The principal requirement of a n e ffective system for re m oving ice is that it shall d eliver
the en ergy at the point where it will do the most good. In this case, as is a lso the case for
heating systems, the need is for work to be done at the ice- substrate interface. The most
effective m ethod would employ a peeling or scra ping action since this requires the least
force. However, another m ethod, whic h req uires a slig htly greater force, is that of the
alternate inflation a nd d e flation of a covering over the radome using compressed air. T h e
pressure is sufficient to fracture the ice o n the covering, a nd the alternate inflation- defl atio n
cycle cau ses the cover to move out so that the pieces of ice can separate a nd fall under the
influen ce of gravity. Such a system has the advantage of being rela tively cheap, a nd has
standard components (compressor a nd valves) which a r e easy to maintain a nd have a hig h
reliability. T he portion covering the radome (or "boot") can a lso be made e ntirely of diel ectric
material so that interferen ce with the a ntenna beam p attern should be minimal.
It was decided, for the geometry of the radome cover, that a quilt o r a tube pattern,
causing a la rge radius-of-curvature ch a nge to occur over distances equa l to the tube width or
the spacing of the quilt pattern, would be a dvantageou s. It is evident that with this d esig n
ma ny fractures will occur within the ice so tha t the pieces can be more easily separated, when
wind a nd gravity will carry them away from the covering. Also, the volume of air necessary
to infl ate the boot will b e less since the tube or quilt pattern reduces th e thickness of the a ir
space. Another consider ation for the p articular application to radomes is the importa nce of
mainta ining a symmetrical sha pe for the r a d ome. By u sing a tube or quilt configuration , the
relative distortions between different a r eas of the radom e w er e minimized , a nd the cylindrical
configuration remained substantially intact, si nce the m aximum displacement of the covering
from the radome was of the order of a few centimeters.
Calculation of boot pressures necessary to fracture ice
Minimum pressures must be developed within the boot in order to o bta in the necessar y
stresses to fracture the ice. T he calculation of this pressure can be perform ed by using a simp le
analogy. The boot consists of uniform ly spaced, fixed centers which a llow no motion of eit her
the boot o r the ice covering, i.e. the boundaries between the tubes or the " d ots" of the q uil t
pattern. A constant pressure is applied to the ice in between these fixed points. This problem
is equiva lent conceptually to that of a plate (the ice) whic h is simply supported at equa lly
spaced poin ts and subj ec ted to a consta n t load . Because of the symmetries of the problem , t he
solu tio n to a n eq ui valent beam problem would be appropriate. T herefore, we approxim ate
the si tuation to that of a uniformly load ed beam of ice simply supported at the points where no
infl atio n is allowed to ta ke pl ace, i.e. t h e boundaries of the tubes or the " dots" of the quilt
pattern . We calcul ate t h e bending moment M as
M

= -fowl2 ,

where w is the load and l is the distan ce between successive support points (Fig. I).
The stress ar necessary to fracture the ice is given by

Mc

Ut

= T

M

=

S'
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(left). A modelfor ice fracture by a pneumatic boot as a simply-supported beam under a uniform load. The supports on
the beam are approximated by the immovable area betweell inflatable tubes alld the uniform loading is approximated by the
pressure ill the boot.
Fig. 2 (right ). The structure of the boot used in the radome covering.
I

where b is the ice beam width, h is the ice thickness, S = (bh2) /6, c is the distance to the neutral
axis, and I is the moment of inertia.
Since we are interested in the thickness of ice that can be broken for a given value of the
boot pressure, we substitute and rewrite the previous two equations:

3 wl2
h2 - - 5 bcr r'
Taking b = 1.25 cm, l = 7.5 cm, crr = 1.47 MPa, a table of ice thickness versus boot pressure
can be constructed (Table I).
Since the stress used is that appropriate to pure ice with no apparent defects, the ice
thicknesses calculated here probably represent lower bounds to those that can be broken in
real situations. From this analysis we conclude that a boot pressure of 6.89-399· 73 kPa
should be adequate to fracture ice provided the inflation cycling time is of the order of
minutes, i. e. ice could not build out during one or a few cycles beyond the thickness that can
be fractured. Implicit in this analysis is the assumption that the ice will fall away easily if it is
fractured. These criteria also assume that an adequate ice detection system will trigger the
de-icing system into operation prior to the onset of a heavy build-up. As will be discussed in
later sections, these criteria are, and were, obtainable in our tests.
TABLE 1.
BREAKABLE

CALCULATED VALUES
OF
ICE THICKNESS FOR GIVEN
BOOT PRESSURES

Boot pressure
kPa

0. 068 95
0. 68 95
2.068
3·447
5. 1 7 1
6.895
34·47
68·95
13 8.0

206.8
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Maximum breakable
ice thickness
mm

0.6
1.8
3. 1
4. 1
5. 1
5. 8
12·7
18.0
25·4
31.2
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Construction of an inflatable de-icing system
The polyurethane material used in the radome boot was a flexible, black thermoplastic,
with an indentation hardness number of 83 on the Shore A scale. The tensile strength was
between 40 000 and 50 000 kPa, with an elongation of 500 to 600 %. The fatigue endurance
was such that the material could complete 10 6 cycles before failure. The dielectric constant
at I MHz was between 6.5 and 7.1. The material could be either heat-sealed or treated with
a commercially available solvent in the boot fabrication process.
The final design (Fig. 2) eventually consisted of two layers of 0.3 mm polyurethane film
which was used because it was commercially available in wide stock and showed more elasticity than thicker films without an undue loss of strength. This boot had one inflatable layer
constructed between the two layers of polyurethane film. The outside seam was continuous
and was formed with a heat-sealer soldering iron. The inner connections were dots formed by
an iron tip shaped as a circular disc approximately 6.5 mm in diameter. These dot connections
proved to be very strong and could withstand the flexing action of the boot.
A full -sized cover for a T ACAN randome was constructed . This cover had a dot spacing
of 75 mm in an equilateral triangle pattern. The bottom edge was a fold in the original
spliced sheet, and a drawstring was threaded through this fold to allow tightening around the
radome. Two 12.5 mm clear plastic rods were inserted and holes were punched near the
rods to give rigidity and to allow a shoe-lacing up the side of the radome. These ties allowed
the slack in the material to be taken up and gave the boot a tight fit against the radome.
Valves fabricated from "Teflon" were inserted at four locations equally spaced around the
bottom of the boot. The use of several valves instead of just one ensured the easy flow and
withdrawal of air from all parts of the boot in the event of a fold or small constriction developing at one or more points. Polyurethane tubing connected the four valves on the boot to a
manifold located in a frame which also contained the compressor unit and valve control system.
A view of this full-scale cover installed on a TA CAN radome mounted for testing at
Mt Washington, New Hampshire is shown in Figure 3. The boot was constructed entirely
of dielectric materials, and efforts were also made to maintain the cylindrical symmetry of
the radome in its construction. Exceptions to this symmetry were the two plastic rods which
were used to provide rigidity at the shoe-lace area. These rods were convenient in fastening
the radome of this test boot at the site, and it is believed that an alternative method offastening
the boot together, such as plastic grommets, can be easily devised if necessary to prevent
interference with the beam pattern of the antenna.
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Fig. 3 (left )· A jidl- siz ed TACA N radome cover installed on the test site at Mt Washington.
Fig. 4 (right ). Diagram of the inflation- deflation ~ycling equipment llsed in the 1972- 73 winter field lests.
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A schematic diagram of the inflation system for the de-icer is shown in Figure 4. The
operation of the de-icer system was as follows: When the system was energized, either by a
single switch or an ice detector, the compressor started and drew the air from the vacuum
tank. When the vacuum was low enough, the vacuum control closed and the cycling of valve
V2 began. The pressure side of the system was a tank of 0.01 ml volume maintained at
approximately 0.28 MPa. The boot held around 0.12 m 3 of air at a boot pressure of
13.2 kPa. Any excess pressure was fed back to a relief valve and purged to the atmosphere.
The high-pressure control was able to sense a low pressure, to open valve VI, and thus to
draw in some air through the vacuum side; this compensated for small leaks in the system.
We found it necessary to use a larger tank for the vacuum than for the pressure side. The
vacuum needed to deflate the boot totally was approximately 375 mm of mercury. Both the
pressure and vacuum were fed to the boot via valve V2. The cycling was controlled by a set
of motor-driven cams which were arranged to allow a total inflated time of 30 s and a deflated
time of 60 s.
A third cam controlled the cam motor itself to stop the cams so that valve V2 would
remain open on the pressure side, and the boot would remain inflated when power to the
system was cut.

Field tests if the de-icer system
The field testing program was conducted at the summit of Mt Washington, which is
located in the White Mountains in north-eastern New Hampshire. Mt Washington is the
highest point in the north-eastern United States of America, and, because of its height,
surroundings, and geographical location, has severe weather conditions all year round and
particularly severe icing conditions from November to May. These conditions are caused by
the interaction of coastal and continental weather systems in this region and the presence of a
unique valley structure in the immediate vicinity. The valley structure is such that a pronounced orographic uplift exists, leading to the presence of a cloud cap during most of the
year. Under winter conditions, the fog in this cloud cap deposits supercooled water droplets
on any surface it strikes, leading to heavy ice formations.
The summit is also convenient for testing since people are stationed there throughout the
year. In addition to people maintaining transmission and relay equipment for 'television and
radio communications, there is an independently run first-order weather station, the Mt
Washington Observatory. The observatory has two full-time weather observers who were
contracted to activate and monitor the de-icing experiments. Accurate weather summaries,
photographic coverage of the de-icing tests, and narrative descriptions of the de-icer operation
were provided for the two seasons of tests, the winters of 1971 - 72 and 1972- 73. Trips to the
summit were made at scheduled intervals by chartered "Snow Cat" for the purposes of maintenance, testing, and conference activities.
The test site at the summit was close to the building which housed the observatory, it was
at the end of an elevated track used by a cog-railway excursion train during the summer
season. A T ACAN radome was mounted on a platform on this track at a base height approximately 2. I m above the ground . The platform was attached by spikes and was also guyed to
the railway trestle for protection against winds. A small shack was constructed under the
tracks directly below the radome to house the compressor, tanks, valves, and other components
of the inflation system. Power was supplied to the shack through a line from the observatory
building, approximately 7.5 m away.
Results and conclusions from the 1972-73 winter tests
The 1972- 73 season was devoted to a test of the full-sized radome cover of the quilt design
described earlier and shown in Figure 3. A number of features were incorporated into the
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final system in order to protect it against the damage suffered by some of the test strips in the
previous winter, and also to take full advantage of the wind forces available for removing ice.
This was accomplished by constructing the top portion of the cover to fit under the top cover
of the TACAN radome (on the non-vertical faces this portion was not inflatable) to provide
a tight fit and to prevent loose ends b eing ripped by the wind. The inflation system was also
designed to dump air from the tank into the boot when the system was shut down, leaving the
boot in a partially inflated condition. The boot could then be moved slightly by the wind
and hopefully the " fluttering" action would act as a p assive de-icer, a llowing small accumulations of ice to be easily removed while they were forming. It was also believed that wind
action would remove any residual ice left after the d e-icer was shut down, if it was partially
inflated.
Tests during the first half of the season indicated that the de-icer had the ability to accomplish two obj ectives : ( I) It appeared that partial inflation of the d e-icer was successful in
removing light accumulations of ice under the action of strong winds alone. H eavy icing
conditions negated this effect, but, if the rate of icing was sufficiently low, the boot would
successfully remove ice that would have remained on more static structures. (2) The b oot
could also remove successfull y from the radom e extensive accumul ations that consisted

a

c

d

Fig. 5 . Photographs showing the progress of de-icer action fro m the beginning of the operation (a ). The time span a-d is
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largely of a glaze of denser rime. Figures 5 and 6 show the sequence of de-icing from the
start of the inflation equipment. In both cases the time for a substantial clearance of ice was
about 10 min, or roughly four inflation- deflation cycles.
During the second half of the season a Rosemount Ice Detector was used to activate the
de-icer system instead of manual activation. The detector was arranged to start the de-icer
when an icing signal was received. The ice detector triggered the timer and shut off the
d e-icer approximately 15 min after the last icing signal was received.

a

c~

b

d

Fig. 6. A/wlher example of de-icer actioll. The time spall a- d is approximately

10

min.

The results were as follows: ( I) The activation of the de-icer by the ice detector was
successful since it started the equipment only when an icing condition occurred. The system
broke down only during the early stages of the testing, when an unstable mounting on the ice
detector caused damage to its probe and rendered it ineffective. When the detector was
repaired, the system performed satisfactorily in its activation for a three-month period.
(2) The use of the ice detector in the system allowed the de-icer to keep accumulation at
minimal levels and it appeared that it would have kept a real system operative most of the
time. The system was able to clear the build-up of ice for most conditions. Continued wind
action, solar heating on the black surface, and sublimation also assisted in removing any
residual ice which accumulated intermittently on the radome and which was not removed
during the original de-icing perivd. Figure 7 shows two examples where the surrounding
structures underwent severe icing whilst the radome surface remained clear of ice during a
long-term icing condition.
From these tests, it is concluded that the de-icer-ice-detection system using an inflatable
de-icer and an ice detector would help considerably in keeping radar sites operational when
snow and ice accumulations would normally cause a breakdown or signal distortion.
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Fig. 7. Photographs of the Mt Washington site. Note that no heavy ice build-up has occurred on the radome cover.

IL

LOC K WALL DE -ICING

Lock walls in ship navigation locks represent a quite different de-icing problem to that of
radomes since the ice accumulations result from hydraulic r ather than atmospheric conditions.
The build-up occurs because of two m ajor factors. First, the ice is broug ht in with ships
from up-stream during the locking process. This ice is crushed against th e walls and gates
by the moving vesseL In below-freezing air tempera tures the ice will freeze a nd remain on the
walls. This build-up is very rapid, for example 0.25 m of ice can accumulate during a single
ship passage.
The second factor is the rise a nd fall of water levels during lock operations in belowfreezing air temperatures. Each time the level is changed, some water rem a ins and freezes to
the wall. The accumulation rate depends on the number of lock opera tions as well as the air
and water temperature, and is relatively slow compared with the rate due to the crushing of
ice on the wa ll, but over a period of time this second type of accumula tion may also becom e
a serious problem.
Since inflatable d e-icers were successful on radomes, this a pproach was again utilized.
Inflatable devices offer several advantages over other m ethods. Some of these advantages
are: a readily available driving media (compressed air), which is alread y installed at m os t
sites; standard fabrication processes, hig h strength and durability; and rela tively low overa ll
system cost. T he energy r equired to crack ice is so much lower than to melt even a very thin
layer that operational costs could also b e expected to b e lower than for a h eating system. In
the application of these ideas to lock walls a nd gates, two probl ems which had to be considered
were the a bility of the de-icer to remove thick accumulated ice a nd the durability of the de-icer
to withstand the forces which ships could apply to it either directly, or indirectly through the
crushing ice.
Although more complex conditions may control the effectiveness under real conditions,
calculations of the forces required for ice separation or fracture based on the following assumptions a nd criteria for the transition give us some insight into the process ?f ice removal by this
system.
Let us assume that the d e-icer consists of a pair of rigid plates hinged at both ends which
can be o pened slightly by some means (such as a pneumatic method ). Three modes of ice
removal, which depend upon the thickness of the ice built up on the plate, can be identified
as shown schematically in Figure 8. The force required for ice removal and the transition
points can be calculated using the equations given below. Assuming the various strengths of
ice a nd the adhesive strength of the ice- steel system:
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Fig. 8. Models of ice removal for different thicknesses of cover.

G.

thin ice, h. intermediate thickness, c. thick ice.

Condition (a ) Ice is thin so that it is fractured at the hinges, but little ice is removed.
Condition (b) Ice will be fractured in the intermediate thickness range, then separated by
shear action.
Condition (c) Ice cannot be broken when it is thick, but simply separated from the plate
by tensile force aided by peeling action .
For the thinnest ice (Fig. Ba) the force F needed for ice removal is given b y

h2

F = TdT,
where h is the ice thickness, l is the distance between fracture points, d is the width of the ice
accumulation (not shown in these Figures) and T is the tensile strength of the ice (250 N /cm 2 ).
The force n eeded for the removal of intermediate thicknesses of ice is given by (Fig. Bb)

F = 2hdSs ,
where Ss is the shear adhesive strength of the ice (55 N /cm 2 ).
The transition from mode (a) to (b) would occur when
Ss
h > l C'
where C is the compressive strength of ice (400 N /cm 2 ), i.e. at the ice thickness 0.137 5i
(where l ~ 300 mm in the present case) so that ice would begin to be sheared off when its
thickness exceeds 41.25 mm. The force needed for the removal of thick ice (Fig. Bc) is given
by
F = 21dTa ,
where Ta is the tensile adhesive strength (350 N/cm 2 ). The transition from mode (b) to (c)
would occur when either

or

h> l

J

Ta

T =
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in other words, at I. 1St = 354 mm. L a boratory exp erience indicated that this estima tion
predicted these transitions reasonably. The force required for separation in case (b), however,
is several times smaller than the calculated value. Uneven stresses applied on the ice panel
interface due to uneven thickness of ice probably caused the initiation of a crack a t the
edge of the ice, and then the crack spread with a very small supply of en ergy.
D e-icer design and construction

The final design allowed for expansion of the de-icing surface a nd provided some r esistance
to th e heavy abrasion likely to be caused by vessels in the locks. The outer surface material
consisted of two steel pla tes backed with a sheet of cast rubber. A hose ( 100 mm diameter)
of the type used for firehose was b ehind the rubber along the center line connecting the steel
plates which were hinged in the center. A de-icer plate installed on a lock wall is shown in
Figure g. As shown, the outer plates were fastened to steel pipes mounted on the lock wall
a nd could rotate when the firehose w as inflated.

Fig. 9 . Model Il de-icer ills tolled in the cold pit area alld attached to steel pipes mounted all the lock wall.

A series of five d e-icer plates were installed along a section of lock w all at Sault SainteMarie, Michiga n, during a winter season . Figures loa and b are diag rams of the installed
design in the inflated (a ) and deflated (b) condition . Air pressure of 0.55 MPa was u sed to
inflate the de-i cer. Figure I OC shows th e install ed sectio n of lock wall d e-icer after a d e-icing
test which demonstrated the removal of a sheet of ice over two-thirds the length of the d e-icer
(= 1.75 m ) and the entire width of the working section. The ice thickness varied over the
length but was about 300 mm in the thickest region. Two cycles (2 inflation- deflations) were
required to remove the ice.
The major problems for installing such a system appears to be its very high initia l cost
and its dura bility which was not adequately tested over only one season. It does, however,
remove ice (as some m ethods do not! ) and does so in a very short time. The freque nt and
rapid ice removal could be a distinc t economic advantage over other systems since considera ble savings could be made if the delay time to ships waiting for locks to become operational
can be reduced . A single iron-ore carrier, for example, would be exp ected to lose many
thousands of dolla rs for each day of delay if it could not pass through a lock because of ice
blockage problems.
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a and b. Diagram if the de-icer installed for field testing at Sault Sainte-Marie, Michigan . c. Photograph of the
test de-icer. Note the ice already removed in the region of the de-icer ; this removal needed no more than three to four inflations
of the system.
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DISCUSSION
D. KURIOWA: I suspect that the surface of your de-icing device may be destroyed by weathering. Could you tell me how long the de-icing action would remain effective during the winter?
S. F. ACKLEY: The boot lasted well throughout the entire winter session with little evidence of
d eterioration at the end . It was also subjected to some laboratory tests later without effects of
noticeable deterioration appearing . I would guess that it would last several years on an
installation before replacement. It is also cheap and easily constructed, so replacement
of the original cover could easily be made as a normal maintenance operation at the installation during good weather.

E.

VITTORATOS:

Why is the cost of the mechanical system prohibitive?

The area of lock wall is several thousand square metres and the steel needed for
protecting the inflation portion of the de-icer would be quite expensive compared to methods
that do not need protection (chemical coatings) or are not installed on the wall (jet cutting
or chain-saw methods) .
ACKLEY:
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